A topological algebra A is said to be fundamental if there exists b > such that for every sequence (xn) in A, (xn) is Cauchy whenever the sequence b n (xn − x n− ) tends to zero as n → ∞. Let A be a complex unital fundamental F-algebra with bounded elements such that A * separates the points on A. Then we prove that the spectrum σ(a) of every element a ∈ A is nonempty compact. Moreover, if A is a division algebra, then A is isomorphic to the complex numbers C. This result is a generalization of Gelfand-Mazur theorem for a large class of F-algebras, containing both locally bounded algebras and locally convex algebras with bounded elements.
Introduction
All algebras in this paper are unital complex with the unity denoted by . The Gelfand-Mazur theorem states that if A is a normed division algebra, then A is isomorphic to the complex numbers C (see [7] ). Gelfand's proof of this theorem is based upon an abstract theory of analytic functions (see [6] ). Some generalizations of the Gelfand-Mazur theorem have been given for some classes of topological algebras. The problem whether the Gelfand-Mazur theorem is valid for the F-algebras (i.e. completely metrizable topological algebras), is an open question (see [11] ).Żelazko proved this theorem for the locally bounded algebras [12] and also for the locally convex F-algebras [10] . In [5] , Arens proved that in a continuous inverse algebra (i.e. locally convex topological algebra with open unit group and continuous inversion), every element has non-empty compact spectrum. Hence if A is a division continuous inverse algebra, then A is topologically isomorphic to C. In 1965, Allan showed if A is a locally convex algebra with bounded elements, then the spectrum σ(x) of every element x ∈ A is nonempty [3, Corollary 3.9] . Thus if A, moreover, is a division algebra, then A is isomorphic to C. Recall that a topological algebra A is called a topological algebra with bounded elements if all elements of A are bounded, that is, for each a ∈ A, there is non-zero complex number z such that sequence ( z n a n ) converges to zero. The radius of boundedness β(a) of a bounded element a is de ned by β(a) = inf{|z| : ( z a) n converges to zero }.
In this paper, we prove the Gelfand-Mazur theorem in the absence of local convexity and local boundedness. In 1990, E. Ansari [4] generalized the Cohen factorization theorem for a large class of topological algebras, called the fundamental topological algebras. It is easy to see that every locally bounded algebra and every locally convex algebra is fundamental. In this paper, it is proved that if A is a fundamental topological F-algebra with bounded elements, then the spectrum σ(a) of every element a ∈ A is compact and if also dual space A * of A separates the points on A, then σ(a)
is nonempty. Therefore, the Gelfand-Mazur theorem is valid for a fundamental division F-algebra A with bounded elements whose dual space separates the points on A. Finally, we give some examples to show the existence of non-locally bounded and non-locally convex F-algebras satisfying our main theorem.
Recall that the spectrum σ(x) of an element x in a topological algebra A is given by the formula σ(x) = {λ ∈ C : λ. − x ∉ G(A)}, where G(A) is the set of all unit elements in A. The properties of spectrum, regular spectrum and topological spectrum of elements in topological algebras have been investigated by a number of mathematicians (see e.g. [1, 2, 13] ). For general information on theory of topological algebras we refer the reader to [9] , [14] and [8] .
The results
The following theorem is essential to prove the main result.
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a fundamental F-algebra and a ∈ A be a bounded element such that β(a) < . Then − a ∈ G(A) and
Proof. Choose c ∈ R such that β(a) < c < . Then c n a n → as n → ∞. For every n ∈ N, let sn = + 
Corollary 2.2. Let A be a fundamental F-algebra. Then the spectrum σ(a) of bounded element a ∈ A is a bounded set and r(a) ≤ β(a), where r(a) is the spectral radius of a, de ned by r(a)
= sup{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(a)}. Proof. Let λ ∈ C and β(a) < |λ|. Then β( λ a) < . Hence, by Theorem 2.1, λ − a ∈ G(A), so λ ∉ σ(a).
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a fundamental F-algebra with bounded elements and a ∈ A. Then, σ(a) is a closed subset of C. Moreover, the mapping F(z)
Proof. Let λ ∉ σ(a). We have 
Thus, if |λ − z| < β((λ−a) − ) , then z − a ∈ G(A), which means z ∉ σ(a). This proves that σ(a) is closed. On the other hand, if |λ − z| < β((λ−a) − ) , then by (1) and (2) we have
and so
for every ϕ ∈ A * . Hence, the mapping F(z) = (z − a) − is a holomorphic mapping of C \ σ(a) into A.
Therefore, we have shown that in fundamental F-algebra A with bounded elements, the spectrum of every element is compact. Now, we prove that if, moreover, A * separates the points on A, then the spectrum of elements of A is also nonempty.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a fundamental F-algebra with bounded elements and a ∈ A. Suppose A * separates the points on A. Then, the spectrum σ(a) of a is nonempty compact.
Proof. Suppose σ(a) = ∅. Let ϕ ∈ A * and choose t with t > β(a). We prove that the mapping
is bounded on E = {z ∈ C : |z| ≥ t}. Let z ∈ E. Choose t with β(a) < t < t. Then, t n a n → as n → ∞. Hence t n |ϕ(a n )| → and so
Now we have
The equality (3) holds true since β(z − a) < . Thus, the mapping z → ϕ((z − a) − ) is bounded on E and hence it is bounded on C. Also, by Theorem 2.3, this mapping is an entire function. Therefore, by Liouville's theorem, it is a constant function. In particular, ϕ(−a − ) = ϕ(( − a) − ). Since this is true for all ϕ ∈ A * and A * separates the points on A, we have − a = −a, which is a contradiction.
Corollary 2.5. (A generalization of the Gelfand-Mazur theorem) Let A be a fundamental F-algebra with bounded elements such that A * separates the points on A. If A is a division algebra, then A is isomorphic to C.
Proof. Let a ∈ A. Since σ(a) ≠ ∅, we can choose λ ∈ σ(a). Then λ. − a ∉ G(A) and so λ. − a = . Hence a = λ. . Now, we give some examples to show the existence of non-locally bounded and non-locally convex F-algebras satisfying Theorem 2.4.
Example 2.6. Let A be a commutative locally bounded and non-locally convex topological algebra such that A * separates the points on A and X be a locally convex and non-locally bounded topological vector space.
Denote by e the unity element of A. Suppose (a, x) → xa is a bilinear and separately continuous mapping of A × X into X, satisfying x(a a ) = (xa )a and xe = x for all a , a ∈ A and x ∈ X. Then X is a topological unit linked right A−module with module multiplication de ned by (a, x) → xa, and Z = X × A is a non-locally bounded, non-locally convex, fundamental topological vector space with pointwise operations. De ne the multiplication on Z by (x , a )(x , a ) = (x a + x a , a a ) for all x , x ∈ X and a , a ∈ A. Now, Z is an algebra and since the module multiplication is separately continuous, Z is a topological algebra. Every element in Z is bounded. For, if (x, a) ∈ Z, then (x, a) n = (nxa n− , a n ) for all n ∈ N. Since A is locally bounded topological algebra, there is z ∈ C such that z n a n− → and so
It is clear that ( , e) is the unity element of Z. Therefore, Z is a unital fundamental topological algebra with bounded elements. Also Z * separates the points on Z since A * and X * separate the points on A and X, respectively. If, moreover, A and X are completely metrizable, then Z is completely metrizable. Now, by Theorem 2.4, all elements in Z have nonempty compact spectrum.
Example 2.7. Let < p < and T = {t , t , ...} be a set of symbols and S be the commutative semigroup generated by T with operation de ned by
Then A is a locally bounded and non-locally convex F-algebra generated by S with p-norm de ned by
De ne the linear functionals Λ k,l (k, l ∈ N) on A , as follows ). Then, every pm is a seminorm on X, X is a locally convex and non-locally bounded F-algebra and A is a subalgebra of X and so X is a locally convex right A-module with module multiplication given by x(a, λ) = xa + λx (a ∈ A, x ∈ X, λ ∈ C). Therefore, Z = X × A, with the algebra operations de ned as in example 2.6, is a fundamental F-algebra with bounded elements and so, by Theorem 2.4, all elements in Z have nonempty compact spectrum.
